Madagascar 2018 – Climbing Expedition Report
“Where's Alan and Kate?” That was the thought that was on everyone's mind whilst boarding the small
plane at Johannesburg airport. The answer to the question that nobody new was that Alan was half way
across the city lost in a random township, due to a faulty sat nav. The plane door locked shut and our
Madagascan adventure began.
Three hours later the clouds parted and we caught our first close up glimpse of the Madagascan landscape.
To us it looked very baron and red. The plane landed, the airport was very small and busy. Walking through
the entrance we were met with a scene of mayhem, people everywhere and long queues. We filled out our
immunisation card and visa, managed to skip the longest queue as we had to pay for our visa by card and
were through. Now the longest wait had arrived because our portaledge took around 3 hours to turn up.
Robbie summed up the feeling of being in the airport with his statement, “its like a jungle in here”. By the
time we got out of the airport we had been informed on Alan and Kate’s fate and the plan changed to
spending a night in the capital city (Antananarivo) so we could pick them up in the minibus the next day and
then head to our destination.
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One night and a nine hour bus journey later we found ourselves along with Alan and Kate stopping for the
night in the nice town of Antsirabe. The one thing that stood out to us the whilst travelling through
Madagascar was how incredibly different and undeveloped the country was to anywhere else we had been.
It was like we had gone 200 years into the past with mud houses and people travelling around by Zebu (local
cattle) and cart. The journey though long went by quickly as everything was so interesting and crazy. Driving
through the towns were super hectic with people everywhere and vehicles pulling around all over the place.
If you got out the bus for a break you would find yourself swarmed by people trying to sell you random stuff
or begging for food and money. Some of the things we saw were pretty sad but one thing that would always
lighten the mood were the children. They were always happy and would run up to the bus with random
food substances and laugh at us.
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After the night in Antsirabe we travelled for an even longer amount of time until stopping in Fianarantsoa
for our food shop. This part of the journey was even more interesting for us as the landscape became more
mountainous and rocky. We were left glued to the window exclaiming, “Look at that rock and that one and
that one. They could be climbed.” Rice paddies with locals working hard was also a main feature in the
passing landscape. The supermarket was the last one before our climbing destination which was still 4 hours
away. It wasn't a big supermarket and we had to buy enough food to last 5 hungry people 5 weeks. We
thought we had bought a lot of food but it only ended up lasting 2 weeks which was a problem we had to
deal with when it arose.
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Leaving the supermarket it was just getting dark and after driving for only around half an hour we were
stopped by the local police with there AK 47’s for what felt like the one hundredth time on the journey. We
had never found out why before but because this stop took so long we found out it was because there are
quite a lot of bandits on the roads and they stop the traffic so we can drive in a convoy, safety in numbers.
Apparently the bandits are very dangerous and we later on heard terrible stories of tourists being killed by
bandits. After being allowed to continue it wasn't long before our crazy bus drivers overtook the whole
convoy and we were on our own again. In the eyes of the bus drivers this felt normal but to us newbies
having just heard the stories it was a little daunting. After passing through a few more small villages we
were met with another police check. We were in the mountains by this point as they could be seen
silhouetted in the dark. It was also very cold and the police were huddled around a fire outside a hut. Our
bus driver talked to the police for a long time (we could never understand what the bus drivers were saying
as they didn’t speak English and would talk in Malagasy to each other. The only way we could communicate
was through broken French as Alan and Kate could luckily speak the language). We were then told that it
was too dangerous to carry on and we had to turn back. This was a low blow for us knackered
passengers/drivers as we had been travelling the whole day and were only an hour and a half away from
our destination.
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It was around 10pm when we got back to the closest small village Ambalavao. We parked up on the main
street and began working out sleeping arrangements. This was a funny process as there was only enough
space for 4 people to sleep across the seats in the bus. Alan bravely volunteered to sleep outside in his
sleeping bag, he found a hut across the street and made camp on the doorstep. This was all pretty hilarious
to us and had fun watching Alan go to bed in the streets of a rural Madagascan village beside what we
found out later was sewage. More laughter arose as I tried closing the bus door only to have the thing fall of
onto the road, the bus drivers didn't find it as funny as us but we managed to get it fixed quickly. Robbie did
end up joining Alan out on the street as he found the bus uncomfortable and after a cold night we were
woken at 5am to the engine starting up and Alan telling us how when he awoke he had found some
Madagascan coins beside him which had been placed by a local probably feeling sorry for him.
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The dark had just turned to light as we turned of the main road onto a dirt road and into the last hour of our
journey. By this point we could see where about our destination was and were all really excited. The dirt
road was extremely bumpy and it seemed to be a miracle how the bus managed to travel along it. After
passing through some very small villages we turned a corner and there it was. Tsaranoro valley the huge
900m walls rising out the valley floor and glowing orange in the morning light, none of the photos we had
seen before had in anyway done justice to how big and amazing the walls looked. The scenery in the valley
was beautiful too. A river split the valley into two halfs, a jungle rose up to the base of the big walls and
huge boulders were strewn all over the place. Everyone on the bus was giddy with excitement. This is the
place we had travelled to the other side of the world to climb in and it was spectacular.
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On arrival we received a very warm welcome from the local community. Gilles Gautier an awesome guy and
French climber, who had moved to Tsaranoro after falling in love with the valley and its people, had over
many years created a paradise made up of a small number of houses to accommodate tourists and
climbers. Situated a mere one hour walk below the Tsaranoro Massif and with a bar full of local rum and
beer, it was the perfect base camp (Tsarasoa) for us.

